
INTRODUCING 
SECURE.ME
Bringing speed, flexibility, and security to
consumer verification



37%
26%

23%

THE BATTLE TO
ONBOARD 2021

Only

23% of organizations
claimed they provide a friction-free, seamless
experience for new customers.
As a result,

37% of organizations
reported an increase in client onboarding times,
while a further

26% reported higher levels of customers
abandoning their journeys before purchase

“By 2022,
80%
of organizations will be using
document-centric identity proofing
as part of their onboarding workflows,
which is an increase from approximately

30%30% today.” 

(Source: Gartner Research) 

47%
of companies experienced
fraud in past 24 months  
Resulting in

$42
billion
losses losses from cybercrime

August 2020

Increase in
identity theft
risk
reported worldwide, since the corona virus
outbreak (Source: AFCE)

significant increasesight increase

22%

35%
57%

Observed as of May 2020

67%
29%

38%

Observed as of August 2020

39%

43%82%

Expected over next 12 months

Identity theft

Digital onboarding is
identified as the biggest
area of weakness
and missed opportunity.



EASY

Customize your user experience and 
authenticate your users in any
business flow quickly and easily 

Eliminate 80% of your identity fraud 
risks by leveraging cutting-edge ID 
document and biometric checks

SECURED

Onboard your customers in less than 8 
seconds. Convert more with the
fastest solution in the market! 

FAST

WHY SECURE.ME 

LEADING GLOBAL
BRANDS TRUST AU10TIX!
AU10TIX has been protecting businesses, verifying identities
and fighting fraud since 1982. 

Our global customer base relies on us for the most automated
and broadest solutions for identity management,

This is why we created Secure.Me--an all-new, exceptionallyThis is why we created Secure.Me--an all-new, exceptionally
easy-to-use onboarding process application powered by our
forensic grade identity and document verification engine.

ELEVATE YOUR USER JOURNEY
Take your brand forward: 
Easily place your logo, adjust UX features and
change colors with our Intuitive Branding Editor. 

Provide your users with a fully responsive
experience: 
Guide users through onboarding with real-timeGuide users through onboarding with real-time
preview options and feedback if any image needs
to be recaptured. 

SECURE.ME
Authenticate and convert faster with your
secured, cross-device onboarding experience



HOW DOES
SECURE.ME WORK?
Authenticate your customers in just 4 steps

01
ID VERIFICATION
Have your users quickly snap a photo of their selected ID.
Once the image is captured, users get a real-time
preview option to see if the photo is too blurry and needs
to be recaptured. This way users get it right the first time
and we can immediately verify the ID.and we can immediately verify the ID.

04
CONFIRMATION SCREEN 
Success! Your user's automated processing onboarding
is completed. Photo ID, face, and personal data match. 
Identity is Real 

03
ADDRESS VERIFICATION
Next, request a Proof-of-Address (PoA) document from
your user. We'll quickly verify it with our advanced PoA
processing, normalization, validation, and verification
services. Address is verified, just one more step!

02
BIOMETRIC CHECK
Here, the users are asked to take a selfie so we can verify
that they are live and that their selfie matches the face
on the document. We do this with deep machine learning
technology to deliver accurate results.
Great! We have a match!Great! We have a match!



UNDER THE HOOD
OF SECURE.ME
A powerful set of capabilities to enhance
your business protection and user
experience

FAST AND ACCURATE
ONBOARDING PROCESS
Onboard users in less
than 8 seconds 

FRICTIONLESS UX
Decrease abandonment
rates and increase profits

BEHAVIORAL STATISTICS
Analyze everything about
your user's journey

HIGHER
CONVERSION RATES
Enable users to fix image
quality in real-time

BIOMETRIC
LIVENESS CHECK

Spot spoofed images and
eliminate 80% of your

access risks

TRULY MULTILINGUAL! 
Localize screens around
the globe with a variety
of supported languages. 

Tong Yi Tsui
Chief Operating Officer
of FXCM Global Services, LLC

”

ID VERIFICATION PARTNER YOU CAN TRUST

“


